
Level Set Methods for Variational Problemsand AppliationsKazufumi Ito �AbstratWe formulate de-onvolution, inverse interfae, free boundary, obstale problemand shape optimization problems as a variational problem with respet to a lass ofadmissible interfaes. The interfae is represented by the zero level set of a level setfuntion. The unknown interfae is seek by deforming the interfae by Hamilton-Jaobi equation with a pre-sribed normal veloity. The normal vetor is often hosenas the negative shape gradient of the ostfuntional with respet to the interfae. Wedisuss pre-onditioning tehniques and Gauss-Newton method for seleting the normalveloity. A numerial result for the obstale problem is presented.1 IntrodutionIn this paper we disuss the appliation of the level set method for inverse interfae problemsand shape optimization. The interfae and shape are represented by the zero level set ofthe level set funtion. Level set methods (e.g., [10℄,[13℄ and the referenes therein) arean extremely versatile tool for representing moving fronts in a variety of physial proess,involving ow phenomena, rystal growth and phase transition among others.The inverse interfae problems an be formulated as a minimization of least-square data-�t-riterion over a lass of the unknown interfae. The shape optimization involves mini-mizing ertain performane index over a lass of admissible boundary shapes. In general weonsider the minimization of the form(1:1) min J(u;�)subjet to the onstraint(1:2) E(u;�) = 0 in Yover a lass Qad of admissible interfaes �. In general the state funtion u 2 X, a Hilbertspae is a funtion of �, denoted by u = u(�) whih (uniquely) solves the onstraint�Department of Mathematis,University of North Carolina State University,Box 8205, Raleigh, NorthCarolina, Email:kito�math.nsu.ed 1



E(u;�) = 0 in a Hilbert spae Y for given �. Thus, (1.1)-(1.2) redues to the unonstrainedminimization min J(u(�);�) over � 2 Qad. Or, we formally introdue the Lagrangian(1:3) L(u; p;�) = J(u;�) + hp; E(u;�)iwhere p 2 Y �, a Lagrange multiplier orresponding to the onstraint, satis�es the adjointequation. In general Y an also depend on �.Our approah is based on(a) the interfae and shape are represented by the zero level set of the level set funtion�(t; x), i.e.,(1:4) �t = fx : �(t; x) = 0g;(b) the deformation speed of the level set is alulated as the gradient J 0 of the ost funtionalwith respet to the shape, i.e., let �t+�t be the family of urves given by(1:5) �t+�t = � +�t~h(x) � fx+�t~h(x) 2 
 : x 2 �tg; �t > 0and E(ut;�t) = 0 and E(ut+�t;�t+�t) = 0, then the shape gradient J 0 is given by(1:6) (J 0; � � ~h)�t = ddtJ(ut;�t) = lim�t!0+ J(ut+�t;�t+�t)� J(ut;�t)�t :in the diretion ~h(x) at �t, where � is the outward normal at �t, and() the level set funtion � is evolved in time by the orresponding Hamilton-Jaobi equation[10℄;(1:7) �t(t; x) + V (t; x) jr�(t; x)j = 0;where V (t; x) is an extension of J 0(x) from �t into Rd. That is, the motion of the level-setfuntion is governed by(1:8) �t + (V (t; x) �) � r� = 0;where V (t; x) � is the veloity of the level urves and sine � = r�(t; x)=jr�(t; x)j, it derives(1.7).The normal deformation veloity V in (1.7) an be seleted as a Newton (pseudo-Newton)diretion of the ost funtional J(u(�);�) or a Gauss-Newton diretion in the least squareost as often being employed in general optimization problems and we disuss the details inSetion 4.In Setion 2 we introdue the motivated examples inluding de-onvolution problemsand strutural optimization as well as free boundary and obstale problems. In Setion 3we disuss the shape gradient of the ostfuntion based on the adjoint equation method. InSetion 4 we disuss a pre-onditioning tehnique and Gauss-Newton update. In Setion 5we disuss the numerial results for the obstale problem.2



In some of examples disussed in Setion 2 the shape gradient involves the normal deriva-tive of the solution as well as the adjoint variable along the interfae �t. As a onsequene,in order to guarantee a numerially aurate shape gradient, the normal derivatives alongthe interfae has to be alulated with high auray. In the joint work with Z. Li (e.g.,[8℄) we developed the seond order aurate numerial disretization based on the so-alledimmersed interfae method and it is used in our numerial implementation.There has been inreasing researhes in appliations of the level set method for inverseand optimization problems. In the ontext of inverse problems Santosa and o-workers on[9℄ applied level set tehniques to inverse sattering problems and in [6℄ applied to eletrialimpedane tomography problems. In [14℄ and [11℄ the level-set equation approah is usedfor strutural optimization problems.2 Motivated ExamplesIn this setion we disuss some examples that motivate our study.2.1 De-onvolutionInverse sattering problems an be formulates asz(x) = Z
0 K(x; y) u(y) dy+Noisewhere z(x) and u(x) represent the distributed measurement and image de�ned on an openbounded domain 
0, and K is the symmetri positive sattering kernel. We assume that theimage u is binary, i.e., the image u is represented byu(t; x) = 8<: 1; x 2 
+t0; x 2 
�t :We formulate the inverse sattering problem, reonstruting the image u from the observationz as a variational problemmin J(�) = Z
0 12 j Z
0 K(x; y)u(y) dy� z(x)j2 dx:By formula (3.4) it an be shown thatddtJ(�t)(h)����t=0 = � Z�t[Z
0(Z
K(x; y)u(y) dy� z(x))G(x; s) dx℄ � � ~h(s) ds:Thus the maximum deent deformation diretion of J isV (t; x) = Z
0(Z
0 K(x; y)u(y) dy� z(x))G(x; s) dx:3



The evaluation of V (t; x) an be performed eÆiently, i.e., it also onsists of the summationof the kernel over 
+t for the errore(x) = Z
+t K(x; y) dy � z(x)and then the weighted sum of the errorZ
0 e(x)G(x; s) dxat s 2 �t.2.2 Eletrial Impedane TomographyFirst we desribe an inverse interfae problem [6℄ for a problem motivated by eletrialimpedane tomography. Let � = �(t; x); t � 0; x 2 R2 denote the level set funtion. Itde�nes a family of interfaes �t �t = fx 2 R2 : �(t; x) = 0gand domains 
+t = fx 2 
 : �(t; x) > 0g
�t = fx 2 
 : �(t; x) < 0g:We onsider the following interfae problem. Let 
0 = (�1; 1)2. The potential funtionu 2 H1(
0) satis�es(2:1) �div (�t(x) grad ut) = 0with boundary ondition �u�� = g on �
where �
0 is the boundary of 
0. The ondutivity �t is pieewise onstant and given by(2:2) �t(x) = 8<: �+; x 2 
+t��; x 2 
�t :The domain 
� represents the inhomogeneity of the onduting medium. That is, if 
� =,then we have a homogeneous ondution medium. We assume that 
� is a �nite union ofsimply onneted open sets in 
 and �, the union of C2 losed urves in in 
 represents theinterfae between the two open domains 
+ and 
�. Let 
̂ be the region of the observationde�ned by 
̂ = fx 2 
0 : dist(x; �
0) < 0:2g4



and we observe the potential funtion u on 
̂. The data an be onsidered to be obtained,for example, from boundary measurements by numerial extension into the interior of 
0.We onsider the inverse problem of identifying the unknown interfae � form the obser-vation z of u at 
̂. Given the interfae � let u(�) 2 H1(
0)=R denote the solution to theboundary value problem (1.1). We formulate the least square problem(2:3) min J(�) = Z
̂ 12 ju(�)� uj2 dx + � Z� 1 dsover � 2 Qad, where Qad is an admissible lass of the interfaes �. The seond term representsthe perimeter regularization and � � 0 is the Tihnov reguralization parameter. If we assume�� = 1 and 
� onsists only of one onneted omponent, then the boundary value valueproblem (1.1) redues into(2:4) �� u = 0 in x 2 
+with boundary onditions u = 0 on � and �u�� = g on �
+:2.3 Shape OptimizationNext we desribe a shape optimization problem arising in the magneti shaping of liquidmetals [4℄.(2:5) min J(�) = Z
 jruj2 dx over �subjet to(2:6) ��u = j; u = 0 on �
and(2:7) vol(
) � �V ;where j is a smooth funtion with ompat support desribing the distribution of eletrialurrent. In this ase we set � = �
, the boundary of simply onneted domain 
 and thesolution u(�) 2 H10 (
) to (2.6) is a funtion of the boundary shape �.2.4 Free Boundary ProblemWe onsider the Alt-Ca�arelli problem [1℄, i.e., the problem of �nding �, the free boundarysuh that(2:8) 8>>>><>>>>: ��u = 0 in 
u = 1 in �0u = 0 and �u�� = � at �5



where �
 is the disjoint union of open and losed set �0 and �, and the boundary �0 and �are known. It is known that the solution to (2.8) is a ritial point of the following energy(2:9) E(u;�) = 12 Z
(jruj2 + j�j2) dx:subjet to(2:10) 8<: ��u = 0 in 
u = 1 on �0 and u = 0 on �In fat, it will be shown thatddtE(u(�);�)����t=0 = Z� 12(�jruj2 + j�j2)(� � ~h) dsand thus the neessary optimality is given by�j�u�� j2 + j�j2 = 0 on �2.5 Obstale ProblemWe onsider the obstale problem (e.g., see [5℄ and referenes therein)(2:11) min Z
0(12 jruj2 � u(x)f(x)) dx subjet to u(x) �  (x) a.e. in 
over u 2 H10 (
0). The neessary and suÆient optimality ondition is given by��u+ � = f; � = max(0; �+ (u�  ))where � � 0 in L2(
) is the Lagrange multiplier. Let 
 = fx 2 
0 : u(x) <  (x)g. Then�(x) = 0 in 
 and thus ��u = f in 
. 
 = fx 2 
0 : u(x) =  (x)g is the ontat regionand we let � be the interfae. If f 2 L2(
0) and max(0; f � � ) 2 L2(
0), then it an beshown (e.g., [5℄) that u 2 H2(
0). Thus [�(u� )�� ℄ = 0 and u =  at �. It is a free boundaryproblem.We now formulate the variational problem(2:12) minZ
 jr(u�  )+j2 dxsubjet to(2:13) ��u = f in 
; u =  at � = �
:6



3 Shape Gradient and Adjoint EquationsIn this setion we disuss the shape derivative of the ostfuntional J(�) with respet to theshape �. Let � 2 Qad be �xed and for jtj suÆiently small, let 
t = Ft(
) be the image of
 obtained by the mapping Ft : R2 ! R2 de�ned as(3:1) Ft(x1; x2) = (x1; x2) + t~h(x1; x2):For ' 2 H1(
) and 't(
t) the material derivative of ' for �eld h 2 (H1(
))2 is given by(3:2) _'(x) = limt!0 't(x+ t h)� '(x)t for x 2 
+:If 't has a regular extension to a neighborhood of �
t, then(3:3) '0(x) = limt!0 't(x)� '(x)t = _'(x)� h(x) � r'(x); x 2 
is alled the shape derivative of '. These notations are standard in the theory of shapeoptimization, for example in [15℄ and referenes therein. Note that(3:4) ddt �Z
t 't dxt�����t=0 = Z
 _'+ 'div h dx = Z
 '0 + div (h') dx:Assume that the shape derivative u0 of ut exists. If F (�) = J(u(�);�), thenddtF (�)����t=0 = hF 0(u); u0i+ limt!0 F (u;�t)� F (u;�)t :For the magnet shaping problem (2.5){(2.7) we have8<: ��u0 = 0 in 
u0 + ~h � ru = 0 at �Thus(3:5) ddt Z
t jrutj2 dx����t=0= 2 Z
ru0 � ru dx+ Z� jruj2(� � ~h) ds = Z� jruj2(� � ~h) ds;sine Z
ru0 � ru dx = Z
 u�u0 dx = 0:7



For the free boundary problem (2.10){(2.11)8>>>><>>>>: ��u0 = 0 in 
u0 + ~h � ru = 0 at �u0 = 0 at �0Thus
(3:6) ddt Z
t 12(jrutj2 + j�j2) dx����t=0= Z
ru0 � ru dx+ Z� 12 (jruj2 + j�j2)(� � ~h) ds= Z� 12 (�j�u�� j2 + j�j2)(� � ~h) ds;sine Z
ru0 � ru dx = Z
 u0�u dx+ Z� �u�� u0 ds = � Z� j�u�� j2 (� � ~h) ds:For the obstale problem (2.12){(2.13)8<: ��u0 = 0 in 
u0 + ~h � r(u�  ) = 0 at �:Thus
(3:7) ddt Z
t jr(ut �  )+j2 dx����t=0= 2 Z
r(u�  )+ � ru0 dx+ Z� jr(u�  )+j2(� � ~h) ds:= Z� jr(u�  )+j2(� � ~h) ds: = Z� j(�(u�  )�� )+j2(� � ~h) ds;sine Z
r(u�  )+ � ru dx = 0:Note that the shape derivative u0 is only used to arry out the hain rule in above but theshape derivative of the ostfuntional is not expressed in terms of u0. In fat it is possible to8



evaluate the shape derivative of the ostfutional diretly by the adjoint equation method.We present the arguments for problem (2.1){(2.3) in what follows and it will be shown thatV (t; x) = (�+ � ��)([rut℄+ � [rpt℄�; � � ~h)�twhere ut; pt 2 H1(
0)=R satisfyh�trut;r i � (g;  )�0 = 0for all  2 H1(
0)=R and (�trpt;r )
0 � (�
̂ (u� z);  )
0 = 0for all  2 H1(
)=R.Theorem 3.1 The shape gradient of J(�t) = 12 Z
̂ jut � zj2 dx at t = 0 is given by(3:8) J 0(� � ~h) = (�+ � ��)([ru℄+ � [rp℄�; � � ~h)�where p 2 H1(
0)=R satis�es(3:9) (�rp;r )
0 � (�
̂ (u� z);  )
0 = 0for all  2 H1(
0)=R.Proof: First note that (�tr(ut � u);r )
0 = ((�t � �)ru;r )
0for  2 H1(
0)=R. Setting  = ut � u in this,jr(ut � u)j � 1�+ j(�t � �)ruj �Mt1=2:if �t = t�1=2 (ut � u), then there exists a subsequene (denoted by the same) suh that r�tonverges weakly to � in H1(
0)=R as t! 0+. Sine(�tr�t;r )
0 = (t�1=2(�t � �)ru;r )
0;thus for  2 C1(
0) letting t! 0+, we obtainh�r�;r i = 0and thus � = 0. Sine H1(
0) is ompatly embedded into L2(
0), thuslimt!0+ jut � ujL2(
0)t1=2 = 0:9



Note that(3:10) J0(ut)� J0(u) = Z
̂f(u� z; ut � u) + 12 jut � uj2g dxand(3:11) (�
̂ (u� z); ut � u) = (�r(ut � u);rp)
0 = �((�t � �)rut;rp)
0where we used (�trut;rp)
0 = (�ru;rp)
0.We represent the solution ut by the single-layer potentialut(x) = 12� Z�t G(x; y)�t(y) dy + 12� Z�0 G(x; y)�0(y) dywhere G is the Green's kernel funtion (G(x; y) =log(jx� yj) in R2). We determine (�t; �0)so that the boundary ondition and the ux ontinuity are satis�ed. From the potentiallimiting theory [2℄, we have��� u�t (x) = 12� Z�t ���xG(x; y)�t(y) dy � �t(x)2at �t. Thus, (�t; �0) satisfy the Fredholm integral equation of the seond kind;8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
�+ + ��2 �t(x) + �+ � ��2� Z�t ���xG(x; y)�t(y) dy+�+ � ��2� Z�0 ���xG(x; y)�0(y) dy) = 0; x 2 �t12 �0(x) + 12� Z�t ���xG(x; y)�t(y) dy+ 12� Z�0 ���xG(x; y)�0(y) dy = g(x); x 2 �0:Let �t be a C2 losed urve. By the Riesz-Fredholm theory there it has a unique solution(�t; �0) 2 C0;�, the spae of H�older ontinuous funtions with exponent 0 < � < 1, providedthat g 2 C0;�. It follows from [2℄ that u is ontinuous aross �t and pieewise C1;�. Moreoverit an be proved that �trut ! ��ru in x 2 
+t \ 
��trut ! �+ru in x 2 
�t \ 
+as t! 0. Thus (3.8) follows from (3.10){(3.11). 210



4 Gauss-Newton method and Pre-onditioningConsider the minimization of the form(4:1) min jCu(�)� zj2Zwhere u(�) 2 X is the solution to the equality onstraint E(u(�);�) = 0 and C is a boundedlinear operator from X into a Hilbert spae Z. Assume that the shape derivative u0t of ut(x)exists. De�ne the Jaobian G : v = � � ~h 2 L2(�t)! Z of �! Cu(�) byGtv = Cu0t:The Gauss-Newton step is given by(4:2) min jGv + Cut � zj2Z over v 2 Qwhere Q is an admissible lass of normal deformations v. In appliations C is either aompat operator or not injetive and thus G an be highly singular. In order to deal withthis lak of sensitivity we either parameterize the normal deformations v or onsider theregularized problem(4:3) min jGv + Cut � zj2Z + � jvj2Qwhere jvjQ is a regularization semi-norm on funtions on �.4.1 Pre-onditioningIt should be noted that the shape gradient are evaluated under a regular lass of interfaes� and thus of deformation vetors ~h. As disussed in [16℄ that in general the shape gradientis a distribution and it is neessary to preondition it by re-norming in the ontinuous aseso that the gradient method onverges. As in [16℄ we use the re-norming based on the shapeHessian of the ost funtional. Despite the fat that the shape Hessian is usually not oerivein the norm for whih the di�erentiability holds, it does de�ne a norm suh that the iteratesremain in the de�ned normed spae. In general the shape Hessian is not symmetri andde�nite. Thus we extrat the nonnegative symmetri portion of the Hessian by omittinginde�nite terms. We examine the two spei� ases.In the ase (4.1) of the least square problem the renorming is given by the quadrati form(4:4) jGvj2Z + � (Hv; v)�where H is the Laplae Beltrami operator. It is motivated by the following fat. We onsiderthe perimeter onstraint P (�t) = Z�t ds11



Then, the shape gradient of P is given byP 0(� � ~h) = Z� � (� � ~h) dsand the shape Hessian of P is given byP 00(�;  ) = Z�(r�� � r� + detD� � ) dsfor � = � � ~h and  = � � ~k, where � = r � � is the mean-urvature, D� is the Jaobian ofthe normal vetor � and r�� = r�� ���� �. Here(4:5) (H�;  ) = Z�r�� � r� dsis the de�nite part of the Hessian. Thus, (4.4){(4.5) leads to the regularized Gauss-Newtondiretion V = (G�G + �H)�1G�(u� z)where G�(u� z) = J 0(�).In the ase shape optimization (2.5){(2.7) the neessary optimality ondition is given byL0(u(�);�; �) = jruj2 � � = 0where � 2 R is the Lagrange multiplier orresponding to the volume onstraint Z
 dx� �V = 0and the Lagrangian L is given byL(u(�);�; �) = Z
 jruj2 dx+ � ( �V � Z
 dx):Note that C(�t) = L0(� � ~h) = Z
t r � ((jrutj2 � �)~h) dxWe evaluate the Hessian of L assuming the vetor �eld ~h is autonomous. That is, it is theshape gradient of C with respet to � in the diretion of ~k and by (3.4) is given byC 0(� � ~k) = 2 Z
r � ((ru0 � ru)~h) dx+ Z�r � ((jruj2 � �)~h)(� � ~k) ds;where u0 satis�es ��u0 = 0 in 
; u0 + �u�� (� � ~k) = 0 on �:It thus an be shown as in [16℄ that at the minimizer jruj2 = �L00(� � ~h; � � ~k) = 2� h(S + �2 I)(� � ~k); � � ~hi12



where S is the Derehlet-to-Neumann operator from H 12 (�) into H� 12 (�), i.e.,S(� � ~k) = �v����v = 0 in 
; v = (� � ~k) on �:Thus, the pseudo-Newton diretion is given byV = �(S + � I)�1L0(u; �);for some � > 0, i.e., V = �y on �, where y 2 H1(
) satis�es��y = 0 in 
; � y + �y�� = jruj2 � � on �:5 Numerial ResultThe level set method an be summarized as� Set an initial level set funtion �0(x) as initial guess of the unknown shape �0 = fx 2
0 : �0(x) = 0g.� Solve equation E(uk;�k) = 0 for uk = u(�k), (where we use k to indiate the quantitiesin the k-th step) and evaluate the normal deformation vetor Vk at �k.� Extend the veloity Vk to a omputational tube j�kj � Æ, where Æ is the width of thetube.� Update the level set funtion �k by solving the Hamilton-Jaobi equation�t + Vkjr�j = 0; �(0; x) = �k(x)� Set �k+1 = fx 2 
0 : �k+1(x) = 0g and re-normalize �k+1 as the sign distane funtionfrom �k+1.We used the Gudnov-type sheme (e.g, [12℄) for the HJ equation on a �xed Cartesiangrids with uniform meshsize and time stepsize �t > 0 (satisfying CFL ondition); i.e.,�k+1 � �k�t + Vkjr�kj = 0;where jr�kj is evaluated using a WENO (Weighted Essential Non-osillatory)-sheme [7℄.The extension of veloity Vk an be arried out by an upwind sheme along the normaldiretion originated from the interfae �k;Vt + sign(�k)rV � r�kjr�kj = 0:13



Re-initialization �k as the signed distane funtion an be performed by solving the Eikonalequation jr�j = 1; �(x) = 0 on �k+1:We used the time-marhing sheme [17℄ on th omputational tube based on�t + sign(�)(jr�j � 1) = 0:We tested the proposed algorithm for the obstale problem (2.11){(2.13). We set f = 50and  = 1 on 
0 = (0; 1)�(0; 1). We used the seond order aurate numerial disretizationof equation (2.13) on the Cartesian grid with uniform mesh size �x = �y = 1n based on theimmersed interfae method [8℄. Suessive updates �k of omputed interfae are shown inFig. 1 with iteration number 10 for the ase n = 100. In Fig. 2 a omparison of omputedinterfaes with n = 100 and n = 200 is shown. The number of iterates for the ase n = 200is 15. The ontat region is the inside area enlosed by the interfae �.
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Fig. 1: Updates of Computed Interface with n=100
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